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Abstract—Manholes are usually known as a pothole used for several purposes in roadside areas such as maintenance purposes,checking 

the ground water utility,electric works,pipeline maintenance.Those manholes are can be vary in shapes and sizes like 

circular,rectangular,square,oval and unstructured format too.These unpredictable structures makes danger while crossing the road by 

vehicles or by walk.Especially for daily workers like office going people,delivery workers and new visitors in new places even the blind 

people are quite in risk.Unexplained manholes can be harmful to people during the climate change.We are unable to define the exact 

location of the manholes during a flood emergency caused by climate change.Some precautionary measures are required to protect 

against such consequences.So we need heavy field work to overcome these hazards.  

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Urban areas and rural development areas also need some infrastructure maintenance of manholes in this 

period of growing population.The number of reported deaths in India  in the year 2016 stood at 17278 and 

19092 in the year 2017, a  10.5% increase year on year [1]. With the advent of private  entities like Google 

LLC in the digital footprint space, locally  updated high-resolution imagery is readily available.  Underground 

utility networks need to be assessed while city  planning and re-planning [2]. This has created an 

opportunity  for extrapolation of that imagery for creating user-friendly  applications for detecting and alerting 

users in times of emergencies. Furthermore, the record-keeping and mapping of  utility spaces in cities across 

many countries has been done  using inefficient methods and hence create inaccurate records  and 

misinformation [3]. Finding information from these  records has become a hassle. To ease this process, image  

processing techniques could be used to detect these manholes  and enable state officials as well as the 

common man to be  updated with the network of these sites [4]. This will help the  officials to keep track of 

the utilities whereas for the common  man, it would be a single information point for all the  locations that 

need to be avoided in times of heavy rainfall or  when drains overflow. The idea is aimed to reduce  

dependency on analog information stored in the form of paper  records. Continuous mapping and 

infrastructure management  based on the proposed solution paves a way for real-time  condition assessment 

and resource administration [5].   

Based on the current state of affairs in the resource  allocation and management strata of utility network 

systems  especially in metro cities, there is a need for a more  technologically advanced and geographically 

scalable method  to encapsulate geo-referencing of said manholes. The  proposed methodology intends to 

create a database of  manholes and provide updates on the same user information  status available there.   

Apart from bringing in new techniques to aid planning of  manholes, the methodology also presents a great 

opportunity  for utilization in other public sector undertakings for their  betterment in terms of facility 

management [6].Since the present methodology needs  image processing techniques to detect the manholes 

and generate results that whether the manholes is present in Google StreetView Imagery or not.  
II. METHODOLOGY 

1. 1.Block Diagram : 

Fig. 1 describes the taken images from the Google Street View Imagery.After taking an image,the selected 

image is going to be  processed using image processing technique. 2. Image pre-processing: 

In today’s world, the data obviously is unavailable,lacking information,faulty data,redundant data or some 

missing or duplicate data too.So,the data under preprocessing makes sure that it has high accuracy without 

noise.Filtering image is an important process in preprocessing technique. 
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3. Image Segmentation:Image segmentation needs to extract the Original object of the image into our 

interested object of the segmentation.Furtherly it can detect an object or identify the object.This is the reas on 

that why we use image segmentation in our project 

 

                                                    
                                                           Fig 1.Block Diagram of proposed system 

  

                                                        
Fig 2 Original image 

 

This Original image is used for further processing techniques.The image is then Going to the process known 

as Image processing technique.The image processing technique usually use the Preprocessing as shown in 

the Fig 3.the preprocessing technique consist of Image resize ,Image filtering and also use the Edge detection 

values. Usually the image resize makes that image to be resize as default size.In our project it can be default 

as (500,500). 

 

 

 
Fig. 3 preprocessing 

              III. CROPPING 

            After preprocessing techniques the image is then       moved to the next processing technique known as 

cropping techniques.It uses the cropping tool for cropping the Object in the image.This can be in two types 

that is called as Manual cropping and Static cropping.Cropping tool is  basically used to remove the unwanted 

noise and unwanted outer areas. 
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The above figure shows that manually we can crop the image.the manual cropping allows the user to crop 

according to their wish. 

It also has a text box for the user view about what process is going on.The text box shows the process as a text 

format. Which can make the user more comfortable and also as understandable. 

. 

III. MANHOLE DETECTION 

After the cropping method then the image is going under the process of a Binary image Conversion. In binary 

image the RGB2BW the image is changed then that image is stored in the system as proposed image.Binary.  

  
Fig. 4.Binary image Conversion, Segmented Image 

The stored image from the binary conversion is the needs to be processed in Segmentation.Image 

segmentation needs to extract the Original object of the image into our interested object of the 

segmentation.Furtherly it can detect an object or identify the object.This is the reason that why we use image 

segmentation in our project. .It shows the exact manhole outline as Fig. 5 shown below The stored image from 

the binary conversion is the needs to be processed in Segmentation.Image segmentation needs to extract the 

Original object of the image into our interested object of the segmentation. Furtherly it can detect an object or 

identify the object.This is the reason that why we use image segmentation in our project. .  

 Once the images are collected as  Segmented image is then processed as resulted alert.this alert message 

box is our existing process.If there is any manhole detected in the image ,then it shows the message box alert 

as “Manhole Detected” and else there is no manhole in the image means it shows that “There is no 

manhole”.The result box is used for final outcome. 

IV. RESULTS 

The result shows the overall estimation process with accuracy as 81% of a success rate.The accuracy is 

based on the image classification process in the overall process report.The observation shows the effort in 

estimation process. 

All the process needs an effort to get an overall accuracy percentage value without fault detection.The 

existing model has a estimation work , But in the proposed model has a Result as a Final Outcome shows the 

alert message to the user view.It is useful for the user when we are unable to see the manhole in the roadside 

areas during the climate issues or emergency time as mentioned above. 

 

                                                                                       V. CONCLUSION  

As a conclusion process includes that the manhole is a creation for maintenance purpose or any other 

emergency purposes.Some of these manholes have a lid, But in most of the cases the manhole does not have 

any proper lid.So,It is hard to find the exact outline and the shape or size of the manhole.In the existing model 

allows the user to view the alert message box. In future purpose this process is furtherly developed as an 
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application module and it can be furtherly used as the dialogue box alert as a Notification section.The 

manholes are quite dangerous for the people who working near the manholes.This project will overcome the 

problem by detecting the manholes. 
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